IN THE NORTH
Cultural heritage and impromptu walks

Saint-Denis, Reunion’s administrative capital, has a rich living mosaic of Reunionese culture on show. There are several guided tours to learn all about Reunion’s history — for example, the East India Trading Company circuit. Another takes in the architectural heritage of the Creole houses, the Musée Carnelle, the Lion Dances Museum and, by reservation only, certain religious sites. Stroll around town and visit the different sites, such as the Jardin de l’Île (リスク Gardens) or the Barracuda. On the town’s outskirts, there is a host of activities on offer — golf or horse-riding up in La Montagne, walking up in the Grand Brulé forest or picnicking by the Marqueret Waterfall.

IN THE WEST
Seaside resort and outdoor activities

Don’t miss the Maïdo at sunrise, a stunning viewpoint over the cirque of Mafate. On the way back, treat your senses to the aromas of the Musée du Géranium. After that, why not take in an exceptional view out to the Domaine Viollette and the Chapel of St. Genevieve in St. Gilles-Cut Cashiers, where the local landscape and Méditerranéennes Duckwings is buried. After that, a whole host of activities awaits you: a round of golf at Basaux Golf, the market in Saint-Paul, the Mémorial Cemetery on the edge of town, or even a microflight across the island. At the breathtaking marine in Saint-Gilles, you’ll enjoy a plume of water, go scuba diving, deep-sea fishing and, while out at sea, admire the whales and dolphins. The beach is protected all the way to La Saline. Then it’s on to Saint-Louis for an adrenaline ride paragliding. Get your back on with a stroll around the Mazarin National Botanical Conservatory and admire the turtles at the Reunion Centre. Finish your day stretched out on the black sandy beach of Étang-Sale, marveling at the stunning colours as the sun goes down over the ocean.

IN THE EAST
The ‘lava road’ and white water sports

After visiting the volcano, you will be impressed by the ‘Lava Road’, where former lava flows can be seen, some clearly visible and others already covered with thick vegetation. Make sure you stop off at the Notre-Dame-des-Laves church in Sainte-Rose, and why not have a picnic at the Belvédère des Cascades? The river near Saint-Benoit is popular with those keen on white water sports such as rafting, canoeing and river-bounding. Have a break in Saint-Benoit, visit the Plantation Maloës during mango or lychee season or the Biscarrosse Vanilla Cooperative. In Saint-André you can admire the impressive Tamarind temple. Take a visit back in time at the Bima-Rouge Sugar Factory and then head off for a picnic at the Niagara Waterfall. Smell the sweet aroma of vanilla at the Domaine du Grand Hauter vanilla plantation in Sainte-Suzanne.

IN THE SOUTH
Wild scenery and lively nights out

The buzzing town centre of Saint-Denis is enthroned, with its manifold, numerous sites, waterfalls, swimming, the Sages du Rhum Museum and beach parties all night. In Saint-Leu, the Old Sugar Factory is really worth a visit. There are some great mountain-biking opportunities in offer in the Étang-Sale forest. The village of Étang-Beau is a starting point for Nick the Dimples and you’ll find the colourful Creole houses charming. In the shade of ancient chestnut trees, on Cap Mérite, take the time to admire the staring centenary of the rugged hill and the dense woods. At the Maison Lauren in Saint-Joseph you can taste the famous local coffee. Bourbon Plantation, and why not visit the sugar cane plantation called Far De Baris. Don’t miss the Maison des Ateliers (Street Center in Petite-Ile, the Musée du Curcuma (Saffron Museum) in La Plaine des Orangers or the valley of the Langevin Waterfall. Finally, you’ll find the Spice and Perfume Garden in Saint-Philippe delightful.

INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS CALL CENTRE OF REUNION ISLAND
For all information and bookings concerning accommodation, tours, activities, cultural visits, car hire, to make sure-you-get-guided tours, please call:
Tel. +33 (0)9 88 10 16 00 or +33 (0)2 62 15 34 52
resa@reunion.fr – resa.reunion.fr
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